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CONVINCE YOUR STAKEHOLDERS

Sometimes team building and interactive entertainment can feel like a risky choice.  How can you be sure that 
your investment will be appropriate and achieve your objectives while also delivering a memorable, fun 
experience? 

Engagement Unlimited offers you a one-two punch promise:  
 
1) Demonstrated success across a wide range of clients for events large (10,000 delegate 
conferences) and small (10 people in a boardroom at lunch) 

2) A methodology for highly engaging, custom experiences backed by neuroscience and sociology 

Who We Are

Engagement Unlimited is a team of engagement experts who believe in an 
active, participatory approach to meetings and events.  Think of us as a 
combination Supplier/Planner: your partner in designing and fulfilling your 
#BestConferenceEver.  Our diverse team of educators, speakers, facilitators, 
event producers, and performers are pioneering a new path towards 
collaboration, participation, gamification, and personalization. 

Our Clients Include….

http://www.engagementunlimited.ca
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The Power of Engagement though Play @ Meetings + Events

 
“You can learn more from a person in an 
hour of play than a year of conversation” 
- Plato 

“The animating spark of play is the fast 
track to happiness. There is no quicker 
transport to the experiential realm and full 
engagement than through play”  
- Joe Robinson “The Key to 
Happiness” (Huffington Post) 

“Deep laughter lowers our levels of stress 
hormones, raises our pain threshold, 
increases our ability to fight upper 
respiratory diseases, relaxes muscles and 
reduces anxiety.” 
- Jody Urquhart, Healthcare author and 
speaker

What will adding an inclusive, playful, optimistic activity do for your team? More and more, research is 
proving the incredible benefits of engagement and play at work.

Food for Thought: 

The most emotionally expressive person in a room will transmit their emotion (positive or 
negative) to everyone else within 2 minutes!  

(Dale Goleman - The Science of Moods at Work)  
 

What emotion do you want to be spread across your team? Your workplace? Your life? 

Highly engaged companies IMPROVE 
EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE by up to 20% 

87% of businesses report a REDUCED 
STAFF TURNOVER by boosting 
engagement through staff-driven 
initiatives and activities 

59% of engaged employees create COST 
SAVING INITIATIVES. 

95% of people say that face-to-face 
engagement BUILDS STRONGER 
NETWORKS 

The Stats: The Quotes:
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